CASE STUDY

Strategic Guideline
for PERI in Russia
With more than 50 subsidiaries PERI is one of the global leaders in scaﬀolding and formwork. One of the major growth regions is Russia. In order to develop a longterm robust strategy,
a strategic guideline was derived with the use of external and
strategy scenarios. This process was conducted mul"lingual in
Russian and German.

PERI was founded in 1969 by Artur
Schwörer. The company name was
derived from the Greek preposion
»peri« (English: round, around).
For more than 40 years PERI is a
competent partner for construcon
business concerning formwork and
scaﬀolding. The family owned company based in Weißenhorn is among
the TOP 50 companies in Bavaria
and is achieving extraordinary employee and turnover growth during
the last years.
With a turnover of approx. 1.1
billion Euro in 2013, PERI is the largest manufacturer and supplier of
formwork and scaﬀolding business
internaonally. Worldwide PERI and
its 6.700 staﬀ members, 56 subsidiaries and 110 warehouse locaons
serves its customers with innovave
systems and extensive services concerning formwork and scaﬀolding.

The project »Russia 2017« started in
2012 with a strategic analysis (phase
1), where informaon concerning the
Russian market and relevant competors have been collected and evaluated.
Moreover, the current situaon of PERI
and its strengths and weaknesses have
been analyzed. Accordingly, a white
paper built the starng point for the
following 3 phases, where ScMI AG
supported the client.

conference took place in Ulm in September 2012. Besides representaves
of strategic markeng and inhouse-consulng from PERI several other internal
experts and execuves from PERI Russia
a!ended the workshop. Moreover, PERI
invited several customers and market
experts in order to discuss collecvely
about possible future developments of
the formwork and scaﬀolding business
in Russia.

Development of external
market scenarios (phase 2)
Within the second project phase, possible developments of the Russian
construction industry – with focus
on formwork and scaffolding – have
been identified. Therefore PERI used
the well-known method of SzenarioManagementTM.

As a result of phase 2 eight possible
developments for the future of the
Russian construcon market have been
described. It became apparent how
certain industry factors are linked to
comprehensive developments of polics, society and economy.

Based on the preparatory work from the
internal core team, a 3-day-long scenario

The documented external market scenarios have been seen as an important
interim result for the further process.
At the same me the scenarios were

also given to the external parcipants.
This open approach was chosen by PERI
to connue the strategic dialogue with
exclusive customers.
Aer the development and formulaon
of the scenarios, these external »pictures of the future« have been assessed.
That way it became apparent which
scenarios PERI is expecng in the near
future – namely which scenarios should
be considered in the strategy development process.
Development of alternative
strategic options (phase 3)
In contrast to a tradional strategy process, PERI did not purely concentrate on
the expected future. In fact, it was the
goal to understand the own »window of
possibilies« systemacally: What are
our adjusng levers regarding compeon? What are our opons? Where can
we concentrate on? What should we do
if the side condions change?
In order to review the opportunies of
PERI systemacally, a second scenario
conference was conducted in Noginsk
near Moscow. This me only internal
representaves took part – those who
parcipated in the ﬁrst conference and
addional Russian experts, which were
included to ensure a high involvement
of the local organizaon in the strategy
process.
During the ﬁrst two days the strategic
areas of acon were set up. This consists
of deﬁning the central strategic quesons, intensive discussions of possible
opons of acon as well as the systemac consolidaon to eight strategy alternaves – so-called »strategy scenarios«.
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Development of a strategic
guideline (phase 4)
On the third day of the scenario conference in Russia all results from the previous three phases were integrated: the
current posion of PERI Russia with its
strengths and weaknesses (phase 1), the
diﬀerent possible developments of the
market environment and the assessment
of the most expected ones (phase 2) as
well as the diﬀerent strategy alternaves
of PERI (phase 3).
The ﬁrst queson was how successful
the diverse strategy alternaves would
be in the different external market
scenarios. This resulted in a so called
»future matrix« one could see which
strategies are successful in the context
of the (expected) external scenarios as
well as robust strategies.
Based on these results three of the
developed strategy alternatives are
interpreted as suitable for PERI. In an intensive process the diﬀerences between
these three opons have been assessed,
discussed and a strategic decision has
been determined. That way a strategic
guideline was developed
• which ﬁts perfectly to the expected
market developments in Russia;
• which defines the alternative approaches and is therefore more than
a standard addion of single acons;
• which was developed conjointly by
the execuve team and is therefore
supported by the parcipants and
• which simultaneously shows crical
indicators and alternave developments, if the side condions change.
Aerwards the strategic guideline was
detailed into a strategic roadmap by an
internal project team.
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»I value this project very highly in
the strategic crossroads we were
and had to make some serious
choices. Scenario-Management showed us the right way, helped us to
make the choices we had to make.
Now, over 2 years later I can
reconﬁrm that the decisions taken
are correct, the condi"ons around
us are very close or exactly as we
expected and we are con"nuing our
business development based exactly
on what we decided back when we
did the workshops.
So – great approach, great toolset
for any company to make its choices
of what path to follow, what way to
go into the future.«
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